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In order to reduce the impact of highway traffic accidents on surrounding road networks, accident influence area should be determined reasonably. According to the relationship between vehicle bypass decision-making index and threshold under accident condition, the vehicles’ route choice behavior at upstream of the accident spot can be divided into two types: bypass and nonbypass. Under nonbypass condition, the method of using traffic wave theory was put forward to determine the upstream influence area. Under bypass condition, the total number of bypass vehicles is determined based on bypass decision-making index being greater than bypass threshold. Assignment algorithms based on routes were proposed. Using improved Logit model to get the selection probability and the traffic flow of each route, then traffic flow of surrounding links could be obtained. At last, the road network influenced by the accident could be determined by comparing with the level of service of each link under normal condition. The paper takes Beijing-Kunming highway as an example, and the results show that the road network formed by the influenced links was highway traffic accident influence area. Comparing with the actual survey results, correctness of the calculation method is verified. Therefore, the analytical method based on bypass decision-making is applicable to determining highway accident influence area.

1. Introduction

An accident causes part of highway lanes to close, which forms bottleneck. When vehicles from upstream and turning and merging into traffic flow arrive in accident links, congestion may make some vehicles bypass, which influences surrounding road network. Through identifying the influence area of highway traffic accidents and then determining the impact extent of traffic accidents and traffic organization area, the paper can provide important basic theories and methods for the evaluation of accident influence, the organization of emergency traffic, the promotion of accident processing efficiency, and the elimination of accidents' negative effects.

The existing studies on highway accident influence area mainly concentrate on determination of queue length and time-spatial diffusion of congestion and point out that it is significant to identify highway traffic accident influence area for reasonable traffic organization. Morales [1] proposed a deterministic queuing theory model using arrival-departure curve to estimate the total delay caused by events. The results were quite different from actual situation due to the fact that arrival rate and departure rate were assumed to be unchanged. Sheu et al. [2] proposed stochastic queuing model, which defined six random traffic state parameters based on lane-changing behavior to predict queue length caused by incidents. Newell [3, 4] proposed curve model of arrival-departure and cumulative flow share based on traffic wave theory to estimate highway traffic state. Lawson et al. [5] improved cumulative arrival-departure model to estimate time-spatial diffusion area of bottleneck links’ congestion.
Table 1: Bypass decision-making influential factors under accident condition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Influential factors</th>
<th>Very large</th>
<th>Larger</th>
<th>General</th>
<th>Less</th>
<th>No influence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Travel delay</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bypass costs</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>49%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trip purpose</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comfort</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weather condition</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

through tracking vehicles at the tail. Chien et al. [6] proposed a model to calculate traffic incidents’ delay based on traffic wave theory. Sansø et al. [7, 8] evaluated the degree that urban traffic network efficacy was influenced by accidents based on modified static user-optimized equilibrium model. Engelson [9] used queuing theory and traffic flow wave theory to analyze influence area of upstream links and intersections caused by occasional traffic congestion. Cao et al. [10] proposed a traffic analysis model under accident condition based on traffic wave theory and analyzed time-spatial influence area.

In summary, almost all the existing studies did not consider influential factors and thresholds of drivers’ bypass decision-making, and discriminatory analysis of road network influence degree was relatively less. Based on route choice behavior of vehicles, influential factors of bypass decision-making and thresholds are analyzed through the questionnaire survey. Traffic wave theory is used to determine highway accident influence area under nonbypass condition. Considering the selection probability of a path is a function related to traffic flow, the paper develops an improved Logit model based on existing improved methods [11, 12], which is used to determine bypass probability and bypass traffic flow volume. Influenced links are determined through comparison with level of service (LOS, which reflects road traffic load status and service quality through the ratio of traffic flow and capacity [13, 14]) variation under normal condition; the highway accident influence area is the road network formed by these influenced links.

2. Vehicles Bypass Decision-Making Index and Thresholds on Highway

2.1. Bypass Decision-Making Index Selection. Traffic bottlenecks are coming into being nearby the accident spot when accidents occur, and upstream traffic flow queues in front of the bottleneck link. Travel time of the accident link is divided into four parts: upstream travel time of the bottleneck link, queue waiting time in front of the bottleneck link, passing bottleneck link time, and downstream travel time of the bottleneck link [15]. Only travel times of queuing and bottleneck links are changing with time among the above four time periods; travel times of other links basically remain unchanged. Therefore, travel delays occur mainly in queuing and bottleneck links.

Bypass decision-making index is selected to analyze most concerned factors when drivers choose to bypass. Based on travellers’ willingness and perception, factors of vehicles bypass decision-making on highway under accident conditions are analyzed through questionnaire survey, which includes revealed preference survey and stated preference survey. The survey site is located in Pucheng toll station on Beijing-Kunming highway; the authors hand out 500 questionnaires; 436 valid questionnaires are recycled. According to the survey, bypass decision-making influential factors are divided into five grades, as shown in Table 1. Results show that travel delay of the accident link is the most important factor and most concerned by drivers. Therefore, travel delay is selected as bypass decision-making index.

2.2. Bypass Threshold Value. In general, drivers have a tolerable range about travel delay. When travel delay exceeds a certain level that cannot be tolerated, drivers choose to bypass. So tolerable travel delay boundary is selected as bypass threshold [16]. If travel delay satisfies certain distribution, bypass threshold can be replaced by the corresponding upper quantile according to a certain degree of confidence level. Assume random variable $r$ is travel delay of accident links and $F(r)$ is distribution function and take a confidence level $\alpha$ ($0 < \alpha < 1$); then, the bypass threshold could be expressed as follows:

$$ T = F_{\alpha} $$

Assume $D$ is the travel delay when a vehicle passes through accident links. If $D > T$, drivers queue to pass through the accident spot. If $D < T$, drivers will choose other paths to pass through.

Kishi’s Logit Price Sensitivity Measurement (KLP) [17, 18] is used to study bypass threshold. Based on survey data, calibration, and regression fitting of KLP model, distribution curve of acceptable bypass threshold for drivers is obtained, as shown in Figure 1.

According to 85% quantile, travel delay threshold is 31 min on Beijing-Kunming highway, which is clearly shown in Table 2.

3. Traffic Accident Influence Area under Nonbypass Condition

3.1. Queuing Vehicles Occupy the Total Length of Roads. If travel delay is less than bypass threshold, the upstream
traffic flow does not bypass. For such situations, upstream influence area is determined by traffic wave theory. Assume that a traffic accident occurs on the basic link of highway, where upstream traffic demand is greater than actual capacity. Upstream traffic flow slows down and even stops in front of the accident spot and queuing wave is formed. When the accident is cleared, capacity is also resumed and upstream queuing vehicles start to form evanescent wave. The queue length caused by accident is relevant to traffic waves meeting situation at various accident development stages. Generation, dissemination, and meeting of traffic waves under noninterference condition are shown in Figure 2.

In Figure 2, \( t \) is the duration after the accident occurrence. \( X_b \) is the total link length occupied by queuing vehicles, which can be calculated as in (4):

\[
L = t_b \cdot v_1 + |X_b|, \tag{5}
\]

where \( v_1 \) is the link average speed under normal condition. \( t_b \) is the moment when queuing vehicles occupy the maximum link length. \( X_b \) is the distance from the accident spot. Based on (4), highway traffic accident influence area under nonbypass condition can be calculated as (5) and as shown in Figure 3.

\[
X_b = U_a \times t_b = \frac{U_b U_b}{U_b - U_a} \times t_0. \tag{4}
\]
routes and the influence area is road network formed by several surrounding links. Thus, bypass route selection of upstream vehicles under accident condition, also known as traffic flow assignment problem, is the keystone of the study.

4.1. Bypass Origin-Destination and Routes. According to (5), upstream vehicles are influenced by the accident within influence area. Upstream vehicles bypass can be seen as route choice behavior with multiple origins and destinations. Suppose that \( N_u \) and \( N_d \) are, respectively, the upstream node and the downstream node which are nearest to the accident spot. The origins and destinations of bypass routes are, respectively, all the nodes within the distance \( L \) from \( N_u \) and \( N_d \). Bypass routes are sets of effective routes between bypass origins and destinations.

4.2. Total Bypass Volume and Volume of Each Bypass Route. Vehicles bypass is a process of traffic flow redistribution; traffic flow assignment is to obtain the distribution of the highway total bypass volume on different routes. Total bypass volume can be determined approximately by the relationship between travel delay and bypass threshold based on traffic wave theory. Before congestion dissipation, time-spatial running track of vehicles whose travel delay exceeds bypass threshold is shown in Figure 4.

In Figure 4, point \( A \) is speed change point where the first vehicle’s travel delay is equal to threshold, \( t_A \) is the corresponding duration time, and \( l_A \) is the distance from the accident spot. \( v_1 \) is the fleet speed after meeting with stop wave. \( v_2 \) is the fleet speed after meeting with start wave. Points \( D \) and \( E \) are speed change points where the last vehicle’s travel delay is equal to threshold, \( t_D \) and \( t_E \) are the corresponding duration time, and \( l_E \) is the duration time after the accident occurrence if there is no travel delay.

For the first vehicle whose travel delay is equal to threshold, (6) can be established as follows:

\[
\frac{l_A}{v_2} - \frac{l_A}{v_1} = t_A \tag{6}
\]

where \( t_A = \frac{l_A}{U_a} \).

\[
t_A = \frac{T}{U_a} \left( \frac{v_1}{v_2} - v_1 \right) \tag{7}
\]

For the last vehicle whose travel delay is equal to threshold, based on the geometric relationship, (8) can be established as follows:

\[
v_2 (t_D - t_E) + v_3 (t_E - t_D) = U_a t_E, \tag{8}
\]

\[
v_1 (t_D - t_E) = U_a t_E, \tag{8}
\]

\[
t_F - t_G = T, \tag{8}
\]

\[
v_3 (t_E - t_D) = U_b (t_D - t_0). \tag{8}
\]

\[
E, t_A \text{ can be calculated by (8) as}
\]

\[
t_E = t_D (v_2 + v_3) - U_a t_0, \tag{9}
\]

\[
t_D = \frac{v_1 (U_a + v_2) U_b t_0 + T v_1 v_3 (U_a + v_2) - (U_a + v_1) v_1 U_b t_0}{U_a v_1 v_3 + U_a U_b v_1 + U_b v_1 v_2 - U_b v_1 v_3 - U_a U_b v_3} \tag{9}
\]

For the time period from accident occurrence to meeting of start wave and queuing wave, assume that \( Q_{u1} \) is wave flow, and the number of vehicles whose travel delay exceeds bypass threshold can be calculated as follows:

\[
N = Q_{u1} (t_E - t_1). \tag{10}
\]

Thus, total bypass flow per unit time within the time period from accident occurrence to evanescent wave formation can be calculated as follows:

\[
Q = \frac{N}{t_b} = \frac{Q_{u1} (t_E - t_1)}{t_b}. \tag{11}
\]

Improved Logit model [11, 12] and assignment algorithm based on routes can be used to calculate bypass flow of each route, algorithm flowchart is shown in Figure 5, and specific algorithm steps are summarized as follows.

\textbf{Step 1.} According to travel delay and bypass threshold, the total bypass volume is determined.

\textbf{Step 2.} Load traffic flow volume to the surrounding road network under normal conditions.

\textbf{Step 3.} Update all link impedance and search bypass routes.
Step 4. Calculate the selection proportion of each bypass route based on improved Logit model.

Step 5. Calculate traffic flow of each effective route.

Step 6. Calculate traffic flow of each route and link.

Step 7 (convergence tests). Give an acceptable tolerance level \( \mu \), if the difference between maximum and minimum travel time of all selected routes does not exceed the tolerance level \( \mu \) several times in a row, then stop calculating; otherwise, return to Step 3.

4.3. Influence Area Recognition under Bypass Condition. Vehicles bypass is bound to cause traffic flow variation of accident links surrounding road network traffic, but the variation degree of surrounding link traffic flow is inconsistent. LOS reflects road traffic load status and can be used to divide traffic flow status [13, 14]. So bypass influence degree of surrounding road network is defined referring to service level theory.

1. If bypass makes LOS decline one or more grades, the link must be influenced.

2. If bypass does not make LOS decline, whether the link is defined as influenced link needs further consideration, and LOS variation coefficient can be used to determine the influence degree.

Assume that LOS of a link is constant before and after bypass; the influence degree of links can be defined by the following equation:

\[
\eta^j_i = \lambda \left( x_2 - x_1 \right),
\]

\[
\lambda = 1 + \frac{x_2 - C_{ij}^j}{C_{max}^j - C_{min}^j},
\]  (12)

Figure 5: Algorithm flowchart.
where \( \eta_i^j \) is LOS variation coefficient. \( x_1 \) is saturation of links under no bypass condition. \( x_2 \) is saturation of links after bypass \((x_2 > x_1)\). \( \lambda \) is correction coefficient of influence degree. \( i \) is the link. \( j \) is level of service (LOS). \( C_j^{\max} \) is maximum saturation at \( j \)-class LOS. \( C_j^{\min} \) is minimum saturation at \( j \)-class LOS.

If LOS is constant before and after bypass, the relationship between \( x_1 \) and \( x_2 \) is shown in Figure 6.

In Figure 6, saturation variation in situation (1) and situation (2) is the same; comparing to situation (1), the difference is \( x_1 \) and \( x_2 \) of situation (2) is larger. \( x_1 \), \( x_2 \), and \( x_2 - x_1 \) of situation (3) are larger than situation (1) and situation (2). Influence degree sequence of situations is \((3) > (2) > (1)\), which reflects that the greater the load degree varies, the greater the traffic flow status changes and the more severely it is influenced. When saturation variation \( x_2 - x_1 \) is the same, the greater \( x_1 \) and \( x_2 \), the more severely influenced. This is because the initial saturation is already large, so saturation will be larger while being influenced and is more likely to cause congestion under the premise of the same variation. When \( x_2 = \frac{x_1 + C_j^{\max}}{2} \), LOS sensitivity coefficient \( \eta_i^{med} \) is proposed. If \( \eta_i^j > \eta_i^{med} \), LOS of link \( i \) is in large variation and is regarded as the influenced link; otherwise, it is not regarded as the influenced link. Therefore, highway traffic accident influence area under bypass condition is the road network formed by three types of links: influenced links, as shown in Figure 8.

### 5. Case Study

#### 5.1. Data

A link of Beijing-Kunming highway is selected to study highway traffic accident influence area. In the road network, Beijing-Kunming highway has six nodes: node ID is \( 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, \) and \( 6 \). Surrounding parallel links are the following: 7-8-9-10, 9-11-13-14-15, 12-11-13-4, 9-3-18-21, 8-2-17, 16-17-18-4, and 19-20-5-14 (see Figure 7). At the link 3-4, 20 kilometers away from node 4, a truck rolls over and occupies a lane. Accident duration time \( t_0 = 90 \) min; vehicles' free flow speed \( v_0 = 108 \) km/h. According to the survey, average travel speed \( v_1 = 90 \) km/h, traffic flow of link 3-4 is \( Q_1 = 1637 \) pcu/h, and link 3-4 capacity \( Q_j = 1053 \) pcu/h. Based on equation of highway basic link capacity, design capacity can be obtained as \( Q_k = 3008 \) pcu/h. When the accident ends, start traffic flow \( Q_s = Q_1 + (Q_1 - Q_j) = 2221 \) pcu/h and blocking density \( K_j = 111.4 \) pcu/km. Taking 85% quantile as cumulative frequency of bypass threshold acceptance, travel delay threshold is 31 min. Saturation of all links is investigated under normal condition, as shown in Figure 7.

#### 5.2. Results

Traffic flow, density, and speed of different conditions can be obtained based on the above data. Queuing wave velocity \( U_a = 71 \) km/h, start wave velocity \( U_b = 71.1 \) km/h, and evanescent wave velocity \( U_c = 36.8 \) km/h. According to (3), \( t_b = 99.9 \) min and \( t_k = 11.8 \) km. Therefore, direct influence area on highway mainline can be obtained as \( L = 162.1 \) km. Since the accident lasts longer, travel delay of some vehicles exceeds their bypass threshold, which generates bypass. Then, upstream nodes 2 and 3 and downstream nodes 4 and 5 at the accident spot are influenced. According to (6), \( t_A = 50.4 \) min, \( t_E = 84.6 \) min, and \( Q = 603 \) pcu/h.

Combined with bypass routes and improved Logit model, using assignment algorithm based route to solve the model, additional traffic flow of each bypass route is obtained, as shown in Table 3.

After traffic flow redistribution, each link load degree is obtained. According to highway service level grading standards [19], LOS of link 9-11 is downgraded from second level to third level. LOS of other surrounding links are not in leapfrog change, so LOS variation coefficient is proposed to determine influence degree. According to (12), \( \eta_i^j \) and \( \eta_i^{med} \) can be calculated, as shown in Table 4.

Under the condition of service levels that are not downgraded, if \( \eta_i^j > \eta_i^{med} \), LOS of link \( i \) is considered in great variation, and the influenced links are, respectively, link ID of 2-8, 3-9, 3-18, 11-13, 13-4, and 18-4. Therefore, the highway accident influence area is road network formed by these influenced links, as shown in Figure 8.

#### 6. Conclusions and Further Work

Based on vehicle route choice behavior under accident conditions, the paper analyzed influential factors of bypass
decision-making and the method to determine bypass threshold. According to the relationship between bypass decision-making index and threshold, accident point route choice behavior of upstream vehicles was divided into two types: bypass and nonbypass. Traffic wave theory was used in determining highway traffic accident influence area under nonbypass condition. For bypass situation, the total bypass volume was determined under the situation of decision-making index to be greater than the threshold value. Improved Logit model was used to determine bypass probability and volume of upstream vehicles, and each bypass link volume was also obtained. Assignment algorithms based on routes were proposed to solve the model; comparing with each link service level variation at normal circumstances, influenced links could be determined and the method of determining influence area was established. The paper developed a new idea and method to study highway accident influence area. From the perspective of drivers’ bypass behavior, the paper gave full consideration to bypass decision-making influential factors, bypass threshold, and influence degree of the road network, which could provide quantitative methods for determining accident influence area and links.

However, there are several limitations in the present study. First, the paper only studied spatial influence area of highway traffic accident. However, spatial influence area changes over time, and the relationship between time and space should be explored in the following studies. Second, due to the fact that accident occurrence time and accident type will make a complex impact on traffic flow, the inherent relationship between accident factors and influence degree should be further studied, and simulation software can be used to analyze actual traffic accident cases. Future researches are recommended to improve the deficiencies above so that accident influence area can be determined more reasonably and appropriate measures can be used to deal with the accident, which could guide traffic flow operation efficiently.
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